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The Commissioner Concept
The commissioner is the liaison between the local council and Scouting units. The com
missioner’s mission is to keep units operating at maximum efficiency, maintain regular con
tact with unit leaders, coach leaders on where to find assistance, note weaknesses in programs,
and suggest remedies. The commissioner is successful when units effectively deliver the ideals
of Scouting to their members.
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TRAINING PLANS AND METHODS
How We Train
Commissioners
Training may be conducted for a group, by personal coach
ing, or through self-study.

Group Training
Training groups is the most common and the most effective
approach. It provides fun and fellowship and builds Scouting
spirit. These ingredients are as essential in Scouting training
as is the knowledge imparted. Group training builds a team
spirit in a group of commissioners dedicated to quality
Scouting.

Personal Coaching

You, the Trainer
Congratulations! You have been selected to train unit commis
sioners in unit service. You have an opportunity to share your
knowledge and enthusiasm in building a more capable com
missioner staff. Plan to participate in your council’s Trainer
Development Conference before you conduct this training.
Participants will come to training with various levels of
knowledge about Scouting. Be on guard not to use terminol
ogy that is unfamiliar to them. Do not use abbreviations or
initials. Establish the kind of relationship with the trainees
that leaves you approachable when they seek knowledge after
the training is completed.

Why We Train
Unit Commissioners
Everyone needs training for a new job. Even the greatest unit
leaders in the world will probably not be good commissioners
until they are trained.
Commissioner service is unique in that the commissioner
does not direct—he or she can only offer to help. Successful
commissioners establish a good relationship with those
served. They act as friend, coach, and resource, and know
where to get help when it is needed. Your job is to help make
unit commissioners successful. You provide the tools they
need to do the job.

Personal coaching may be used in a one-on-one situation or
with an instructor and a small group of learners. It is normally
used to provide orientation for new commissioners, as they
will not be effective without it. Sufficient training is given by
this method to get them started, but they must attend a com
plete basic training course when it is available.

Self-Study
The least desirable method, self-study should only be used
when group training is not available and personal coaching is
not possible. Self-study consists of reading assignments, etc.,
but must include contact with an instructor or coach, even if
only by telephone.

Planning the Basic
Training Experience
This manual covers the series of basic training sessions designed
to give specific job-related information to commissioners. The
primary goal of the instructor is to meet the learning objectives
established for each session of this conference.
Adapt planning steps such as staff selection and training,
facility selection, budget, schedule, and promotion to best fit
commissioner training in your geographical area.
Commissioner Basic Training can be conducted in three
separate sessions of approximately two hours each or as a
one-day course.
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Training is often conducted in three separate sessions, about a
week apart, so participants can absorb the new material and
put it into practice between sessions. This schedule allows suf
ficient time for unit visits between training sessions. (See
pages 10–27.)
The one-day course is often conducted when persons must
travel great distances or would prefer a Saturday all-day
course. (See page 28.)
Be sure all participants are formally invited. Send a letter of
invitation (see the sample letter in appendix A), and follow up
with a phone call.

Morale Building
One of the purposes of this training is to build morale and
Scouting spirit. A moderate sprinkling of morale-building
features is essential in a group training experience. See Group
Meeting Sparklers, No. 33122.

After the Basic Course
Remember that commissioner training is continuous; it
never stops.
Encourage participants to continue their self-development
after basic training. At the end of this course, they should
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know that training will be continuous and that they can
always get other help if they need it.
The recognition of leaders for their training is the responsibil
ity of the council leadership training committee and is carried
out within the policies set forth by the Boy Scouts of America.
Interpretation of the requirements for the various awards is
also the responsibility of the council training committee.
Credit for performance is certified by administrative commis
sioners unless otherwise stated in the detailed information on
the awards.
For requirements and other details on all volunteer training
awards, see Leadership Training Committee Guide—Plans,
Procedures, Materials, No. 34169.

Progress Records for
Scouter Recognitions
Progress records enable Scouters to keep track of the training,
tenure, and performance requirements for the Arrowhead
Honor and Commissioner’s Key. Separate preprinted progress
record cards may be reproduced locally from Leadership
Training Committee Guide—Plans, Procedures, Materials,
No. 34169 or from the commissioner manuals.

ELEMENTS OF GOOD
COMMISSIONER TRAINING
good communication that extends far beyond training and can
be personalized to the person’s specific unit assignments.
District commissioner orientation is usually conducted by the
district executive or the assistant council commissioner for
training.

3. Commissioner Basic
Training
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Within two weeks, new commissioners should have an orienta
tion session with their district commissioner or assistant district
commissioner, discuss the video, and then cover the orientation
projects listed in the Commissioner Fieldbook, pages 2–5.
Group orientation is outlined in the Appendix of the
Commissioner Administration book. It’s most efficient with a
large group of new people. Individual coaching with their com
missioner leader might, however, be even better. It helps develop

ON RECOMMENDATION OF THE



2. Personal Coaching/
Orientation
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Within 48 hours of their being recruited, have each new
commissioner view the video, The Unit Commissioner’s
Orientation—Helping Units Succeed, AV-04V001R. Also set a
date for a personal orientation session. (This video is now a
part of a DVD, Commissioner Service and District Operation
Support, AV-06DVD06.)
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1. Orientation Video/DVD
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Review the following with your district commissioner and
council field staff:

Within two months, a new person must have basic training.
The three-session course involves actual supervised visits to
units. Some councils and districts run all three sessions in one
day with the supervised unit visits taking place just before and
shortly after the formal training.
After completion of basic training, the Trained Leader
Emblem, No. 00280, may be worn below the badge of office.
The commissioner may now be presented with their commis
sion, No. 33713A, at an appropriate ceremony.
Note: The Trained Leader Emblem may be worn only in con
nection with the emblem of office for which basic training
has been completed.

!
 0RINTING
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4. Arrowhead Honor

6. Continuing Education

Only commissioners may wear the Arrowhead. It is a symbol
of competence. Successful completion is the result of perfor
mance and the ability to put training into practice. Commis
sioners are encouraged to complete the Arrowhead projects
within one year of taking office.
Requirements for unit commissioners are found in the latest
printing of the Commissioner Fieldbook. Requirements for
council commissioners and assistants, district commissioners,
assistant district commissioners, and roundtable commission
ers are found in the Commissioner Administration book.

This includes a variety of learning experiences to provide
added knowledge and current information useful to commis
sioners. It includes a short training topic at every monthly
district and council commissioner meeting. Review the 25
suggested topics in appendix C of Administration of
Commissioner Service, No. 34128. Select topics based on cur
rent learning needs. A session can be led by an appropriate
commissioner, a professional, a member of a district or council
committee, or even some talented person outside Scouting.
The annual council commissioner conference is the best
opportunity for you and your staff to directly influence the
quality of training.
The conference is a high-morale event with a wide variety of
training topics related to unit service. It is also a time to learn
about the latest Scouting developments and plans for the year
ahead. Many councils hold two-day or weekend conferences
to provide time to pursue topics in depth and to better
develop important commissioner fellowship. Other councils
run one-day events to conserve time, simplify arrangements,
and reduce costs. A council might set up an optional Friday
evening overnight fellowship activity with all day Saturday for
training and other program features. Travel distances, geogra
phy, and the tradition of successful events will help determine
which conference pattern is best for your council.
One form of commissioner conference that is popular in
some councils is the “College of Commissioner Science.”
This type of conference is modeled after college courses and
degrees.
Some conferences are held on a council cluster basis, with two
or more councils planning and running a joint event. The
joint event works best when councils are in the same metro
politan area. A conference that covers a wide area is likely to
reduce attendance because of distance and travel time. The
majority of people in attendance might only be more experi
enced commissioners. Councils should place the highest pri
ority on attracting all unit commissioners and new
ADCs—this is usually best accomplished close to home in a
single council. A single-council conference also best develops
a healthy bond between unit commissioners and their own
commissioner leaders and professional advisers.
Continuing Education for Commissioners, No. 33615, is a valu
able resource for commissioner training. It contains nearly 40
complete outlines for one- to two-hour training sessions.
Many of these outlines can be subdivided into dozens of
shorter training topics. These outlines could be used in a vari
ety of settings:
• As training topics for district commissioner staff meetings
• As training topics for council commissioner staff meetings
• As training sessions for the annual commissioner conference
• As courses for the college of commissioner science

5. Commissioner’s Key
The Commissioner’s Key is an important training award for
completing Commissioner Basic Training, the Arrowhead
Honor projects, and three years’ tenure as a registered commis
sioner within a five-year period. Roundtable commissioners also
must complete Fast Start and basic training for Cub Scout, Boy
Scout, Varsity Scout roundtable commissioners, or Venturing
program forum (new name for the Venturing roundtable).
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• In personal coaching of district Scouters
• At any other setting where you might include training for
commissioners
A dynamic feature of today’s society is the need for learning as
a lifetime activity. As commissioners, we must continually
adjust our skills to provide a more valuable service to our units.
Commissioners should therefore view learning as an important
part of their entire Scouting lives. For all commissioners, train
ing is a continuing process—every month, every year.
Summer Philmont conferences provide mountaintop train
ing experiences for you and members of your staff. There are
three different weeks each summer when commissioner courses
are provided at the Philmont Training Center. They are
designed for new and experienced commissioners. This is also
an opportunity for a commissioner to bring their entire family,
since there are programs planned for spouses and children of all
ages. A volunteer must have their name submitted to Philmont
by the council in order to have an invitation extended.

8.	Other Courses
Commissioners Are
Encouraged to Take
Commissioners are encouraged to take the New Leader
Essentials course, which is part of the basic training program
for adult leaders involved with units—packs, troops, teams,
and crews. An online version is being developed and will be
released in early 2008. It will help with a basic understanding
of the aims and methods of Scouting. If your commissioners
take this course as a prerequisite for basic training, then you
would not need to do the “Aims and Methods of Scouting”
section in the first session of this course.
All commissioners should be encouraged strongly to take the
Fast Start version of the Youth Protection training online as a
part of their training and orientation.

7.	Online Learning
Center
A variety of courses are available by connecting to www.scout
ing.org to access the BSA Online Learning Center. These are
designed to provide immediate training to all volunteers in the
comfort of their home or office. They can also be accessed at
the local library or other locations where computers are avail
able for public use. These courses should not take the place of
face-to-face group or one-on-one training, but can serve to
give you Fast Start or a refresher course for topics of interest.
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
Be sure the listed materials and equipment are assembled and
ready to use well in advance of the first basic training session.
All catalog items will change from time to time based on the
latest printing. A letter is added, changed, or dropped from
the catalog number as items are updated regularly.

For General Display
Arrowhead Honor certificate, No. 33750A
Boys’ Life magazines (sample past issues)
Commissioner Administration of Unit Service, No. 34128
Continuing Education for Commissioners, No. 33615
Commissioner’s Key Award, No. 00924 with No. 00871
Commissioner Helps for Packs, Troops, and Crews, No. 33618
Commissioner Volunteer Duties Cards, No. 34265
Commissioner Fieldbook, No. 33621
The Council, No. 33071
The District, No. 33070
Female Leader Uniform Inspection Sheet, No. 34281
Group Meeting Sparklers, No. 33122
Insignia Guide, No. 33066
Leadership Training Committee Guide—Plans, Procedures, and
Materials, No. 34169
Male Leader Uniform Inspection Sheet, No. 34284
Scouting magazine (sample past issues)
Scouting’s Library of Literature, No. 70-080
Training Course Pocket Certificate, No. 33767
Unit Commissioner Program Notebook, No. 26-006
Your Flag, No. 33188
Unit Commissioner Worksheets, No. 34125 (pack),
No. 34126 (troop), and No. 33660 (crew)
Youth Protection for Boy Scout and Cub Scout Leader Training
Module video, AV-09V010
Cub Scout Leader Training Youth Protection handout,
No. 46-150
Boy Scout Leader Training Youth Protection handout,
No. 46-149
Be sure to highlight a display of the Commissioner Fieldbook,
Unit Commissioner Program Notebook, and Commissioner
Helps for Packs, Troops, and Crews.
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Resource Kit. Referred to in the explanation of the second
visit, these kits should be made up prior to that session, one
for each trainee. Each should include, but not be limited to,
the following items.
• Guidelines of Unit Action Planning Meeting
• Unit self-assessment forms for packs, troops/teams, and
crews/ships
• Current merit badge counselor list and list of activity badge
counselors
• Data sheets on unit accident insurance and company contacts
• Information on the council insurance program and how it
is tied to tour permit procedures
• A list of key district volunteers and professionals, including
telephone numbers and e-mail addresses
• Unit leader training dates
• Roundtable schedules
• Camp information
• Available national, council, and district Web sites of interest
• Other items appropriate to the type of unit to be visited

For Cub Scouting Display
Bear Cub Scout Book, No. 33107
Cub Scout Leader Book, No. 33221
Cub Scout Leader Program Notebook (current year),
No. 26-001
Cub Scout Program Helps (annual), No. 34304
Cub Scout Roundtable Commissioner and Staff Basic Training
Manual, No. 33013 (available as well in late 2007 on the
commissioner Web site)
Cub Scout Roundtable Program Planning Guide (current year),
No. 34250
Cub Scout and Webelos Scout Uniform Inspection Sheet,
No. 34282
Den Chief Handbook, No. 33211A
Cub Scouting Fast Start video, AV-01V022A, and DVD,
AV-01DVD22
Introduction to Cub Scout Sports, No. 34292
The Pack’s First Two Months, No. 13-010
Selecting Cub Scout Leadership, No. 13-500
Tiger Cub Handbook, No. 34713
Webelos Handbook, No. 33452
Cub Scout Wolf Handbook, No. 33450

For Boy Scouting Display

For Venturing Display

Boy Scout Handbook, No. 33105
Boy Scout Leader Program Notebook (current year),
No. 26-002
Boy Scout Roundtable Planning Guide, No. 34253
Boy Scout Uniform Inspection Sheet, No. 34283
Boy Scouting Fast Start video, AV-026
Scoutmaster Handbook, No. 33009
Troop Committee Guidebook, No. 34505
Troop Program Features:
Vol. 1, No. 33110
Vol. 2, No. 33111
Vol. 3, No. 33112

Venturing Leader Manual, No. 34655D
Silver Award Guidebook, No. 25-015
Venturing Leader Start-Up, No. 25-634
New Crew Fast Start, AV-03V013
Venturer Handbook/Ranger Handbook, No. 33494A
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SESSION 1. WHY COMMISSIONERS?
Learning Objectives. At the end of this session, the
participants should be able to:
• State the purpose of the Boy Scouts of America.
• State the mission of the council and district.
• Explain the four-function concept of council and
district operation.
• Describe the commissioner unit service role and its
relationship to supporting a unit in a quality program.
• State the methods and steps of good unit program
planning.

Preopening
Reminders

Plan to arrive early. There is much for the staff to do before the participants arrive.
Check the materials list. Do you have everything you need?
Do all instructors have assignments and know exactly what is expected of them?

Physical Arrangements Arrange seating so that all participants will be able to see and hear the instructor. If the size
of the group permits, a seating arrangement that allows participants to see each other, as
well as the instructor, will enhance the informality of the session and greatly assist discus
sion. In either case, tables should be provided.

The training room should be well set up in advance. Flip chart and markers, easel, LCD
projector, screen, laptop computer, extension cords, tables, chairs, the United States flag,
and the council flag are essential.
8

Background Music

Scouting music will provide a good atmosphere as people gather. Equipment should be in
good working order, the recording in good shape, power outlets operable, and the music
audible, though not loud, in all parts of the room.

Exhibits

Pertinent charts and posters should decorate the room. Literature basic to commissioners
should be on display either on one side, at the back of the room, or in a gathering area.

Registration

Ask participants to sign in, giving name, address, and phone number, on a sheet of lined
tablet paper or on small cards. Attendance can later be transferred to a Training Attendance
Report, No. 34413.

Name Tags

Prepare a name tag for each participant. Color code the tags if you wish to indicate group
ings in advance.

Gathering-Time
Activity

Instructors should be on hand to welcome participants and begin building a friendly
relationship.
Invite participants to visit the displays.
As Scouters arrive, provide each with a copy of the Commissioner Quiz, appendix B, which
has been reproduced locally.
As you hand out the quiz, ask participants to come back to you when they have finished.
When they return, give each one a copy of the Unit Commissioner Volunteer Duties Card,
part of No. 34265, so that they can check their own answers.

Opening—10 Minutes
Opening Ceremony

An instructor conducts one of the opening ceremonies found in Troop Program Features.

Welcome and
Introductions

The course director welcomes all to the training session, congratulating each new unit com
missioner on being selected as a member of the commissioner staff.
The course director then introduces each member of the instructor staff, telling a little
about each one (present job in Scouting, previous positions held, tenure, awards earned).
Keep it brief. The course director then invites participants to introduce themselves and tell
a little about their backgrounds. If a district or council commissioner is present, the appro
priate introduction is also made.

Objectives of
This Session

The course director reads aloud the learning objectives listed at the beginning of
this section.
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The Aims and Methods of Scouting—20 Minutes
The Aims of Scouting

Review the aims of Scouting: character development, citizenship training, and personal fit
ness. Elicit these aims from the group and write them on the flip chart.

 he Methods
T
of Scouting

Point out that the methods of Scouting are somewhat different in Cub Scouting, Boy
Scouting, and Venturing, as we are dealing with different age groups. The methods in each
part of the program reinforce the aims of the movement as applied to the characteristics and
needs of the youth served.

The Mission of
the Council and
the District

Use The Council, No. 33071, pages 1–2. Explain briefly that the council is a voluntary asso
ciation of citizens, including representatives of organizations chartered by the BSA, which
promotes the Scouting program within a geographical area. Explain that the purpose of the
council is to guide and support its districts for the achievement of Scouting’s purpose.
Use The District, No. 33070, pages 2–9. Explain that the purpose of the district is to orga
nize and support successful units.

The Four-Function Plan Further explain that the council and district both achieve their purpose by fulfilling four
functions:
Membership/Relationships. To make Scouting available to all youth.
Finance. To provide adequate funds.
Program. To maintain standards and policies.
Unit Service. To serve chartered organizations through a commissioner staff.
Morale-Building
Feature

Explain how to use morale-building features, including stunts, games, and songs. Use one
here for a change of pace.

The Commissioner Service Role—30 Minutes
The Commissioner
Concept

Read, explain, and discuss the commissioner concept found in the front of this book. This
can be further amplified by material from the Commissioner Fieldbook, pages 10–11.
Introduce the Commissioner Fieldbook as the single most important resource for all commissioners.

The Unit Commissioner Using the preopening quiz and Commissioner Job Description cards, lead a discussion on
the job of the unit commissioner. Cover all items on the card. Be sure participants have the
right quiz answers. The Commissioner Quiz is on page 30.

Commissioner Quiz Answers
Answers:
1. F
2. F
3. F
4. T
5. F
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6. T
7. F
8. T
9. T
10. T

11. T
12. F
13. F
14. T
15. T

The Unit Commissioner
Video or DVD

(You can show the DVD here or make this a prerequisite for commissioners to view prior to
attending the basic training. Or have them review it between sessions. If not shown, you might
want to discuss an overview of its contents. If it is a prerequisite, you will not need to take as much
time as allowed.)

Introduce and show the video, AV-04V001R, or from the DVD, AV-06DVD06. It covers
the basic duties of a unit commissioner. Alert participants to watch for the five major areas
of service.
After the video, ask them to describe the commissioner’s role as
• Friend
• Representative
• Unit ‘‘doctor’’
• Teacher
• Counselor
• See the Commissioner Fieldbook, page 11.
If your group is large, you may divide into buzz groups and assign each group one of these
aspects to discuss and report on.
Morale-Building
Feature

Change the pace with another morale-building feature.

Supporting the Unit—25 Minutes
Evaluating Unit
Operation

Divide the participants into buzz groups (or you can present as a group). Ask them to dis
cuss at least five indicators of unit health that a commissioner should monitor. Have them
report on their discussions at the end of five minutes. The indicator lists should include:
Pack

Troop

Crew

Meeting operation

Meeting operation

Leadership

Webelos den

Youth leadership

Youth leadership

Advancement

Advancement

Advancement

Parent involvement

Adult assistance

Adult assistance

Attendance

Attendance

Attendance

Outdoor program

Outdoor program

Outdoor/skills programs

Den meetings/activities

Patrol activities

Crew meetings

Budget plan

Budget plan

Budget plan

Membership

Membership

Membership

Annual planned program

Annual planned program

Annual planned progam
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The Commissioner
Work Sheet, Guidelines
for Unit Action
Planning Meeting, and
Unit Self-Assessment
Forms

Ask them if they could use a tool for evaluating a unit’s health, something all unit commis
sioners might use. Hand out copies of the worksheets, No. 34125C, No. 34126A, and No.
33660B. (See appendix.)
Ask them to think about how they might use the worksheets. Ask the following questions:
• Would a unit leader resist evaluation? Why? (This is a commissioner’s tool, not a check
sheet to be filled out in the presence of or shared with the unit leader.
• Do you understand the profile?
• If you had a profile with checks in the right column, where might you go for help?
(Commissioner Helps for Packs, Troops, and Crews, No. 33618)
Discuss the Guidelines for Unit Action Planning Meeting and reference the differences between
the worksheets and the unit self-assessment forms for packs, troops/teams, and crews/ships.
• These forms are designed to share with the unit leader and committee chairman before discuss
ing the results.
• This meeting is ideally conducted with every unit annually or when a major change of unit lead
ership happens.
• The completion of the form will allow for an evaluation of the unit’s current program to be
reviewed, the goals of the unit shared, and for the district to support the unit in accomplishing
its goals.

Unit Program Planning—20 Minutes
There is an old saying, ‘‘Plan your work and work your plan.’’ Everything that happens in
a program year starts with a plan.
Cub Scout Program
Planning

• Unit commissioners can be a great resource to a Cubmaster and a pack committee if
they understand the program planning process and tools. (See chapter 24, Cub Scout
Leader Book.)

• Planning normally starts with the Cub Scout and Webelos Scout Program Helps and the
Pack Program Planning Chart.
Discuss (and display, where applicable):
Cub Scout and Webelos Scout Program Helps
The Pack Program Planning Chart
The Cub Scout Leader Program Notebook
The Council Program Calendar
Chartered organization program needs
• The annual pack program planning conference

 ho attends (Cubmaster, assistant Cubmaster, pack committee, pack trainer, den leaders,
W
den chiefs, interested parents, and the unit commissioner)
• The monthly pack leaders planning meeting
• The monthly den chief–den leader meeting
12

Boy Scout Program
Planning

Explain that troop program planning follows a pattern, as does pack planning, but it involves
the boys in much more of the planning. (See chapter 8 of the Scoutmaster Handbook.)
Familiarity with these tools is imperative:
Troop Program Features
Troop Program Planning Worksheets
Boy Scout Leader Program Notebook
There are five recognized planning steps (explain):
1. Do your homework (getting ready).
2. Find out what Scouts want (patrol leaders can do this).
3. Hold the troop leaders’ program planning conference, with the senior patrol leader pre
siding and the Scoutmaster and patrol leaders’ council in attendance.
4. Secure troop committee support.
5. Pass the word. Share the plan with every Scout, his family, chartered organization, and
unit commissioner.
This is a good time to mention that, for those trainees who need a better understanding of
program planning, a session from Cub Scout Leader or Boy Scout Leader Basic Training
can be arranged.

Venturing Program
Planning

Point out that in crew program planning, elected crew officers play the central role with as
many crew members as possible involved in (1) suggesting ideas for activities, (2) planning
the activities, and (3) participating in the activities.
Show chapter 3, Planning Your Crew’s Program, from the Venturing Leader Manual.
Help crews learn and use these steps in planning crew program:
1. PCI (Program Capability Inventory) form is filled out by all adults related to the crew, by par
ents, and by other people in the chartered organization.
2. Adult hobbies, interests, skills, careers, and ideas from the PCIs are then organized and trans
ferred to Program Planning Forms.
3. All Venturers complete the Venturing activity interest survey.
4. Using the above information, crew officers brainstorm all ideas for crew activities—without
judging their merits for the moment.
5. Officers next discuss and evaluate each idea in relation to the PCI, Venturing activity interest
survey responses, and goals of the crew.
6. Officers select specific activities and place them on the crew’s annual program calendar.
7. Each month, officers plan the details for the next month’s individual activities.

Morale-Building
Feature

Use Group Meeting Sparklers.
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Commissioner Priorities —5 Minutes
(See Commissioner Fieldbook, page 24)

Distractions

Emphasize that unit commissioners should not fall into the trap of doing everything else in
Scouting except for your appointed job: unit service. It happens.
Commissioners are usually great Scouters and may be asked to do many things. While these
other Scouting activities might be important, they are often NOT the primary responsibility
of commissioners. You must concentrate your Scouting time on helping with specific unit
needs and helping each unit become more effective with its program and operation.

Unit Focus

Good unit service is created when the commissioner believes that unit service is so critical
to the success of Scouting that it takes precedence over all his or her Scouting time.

Effective Commissioner Leadership—20 Minutes
Leadership Tasks

Explain that in addition to understanding our commissioner responsibilities and knowing
how Scouting works, there are other things that will help us to be effective leaders. Some
of these include
1. Evaluate and improve your own performance.
	 Distribute copies of "Self-Evaluation for Unit Commissioners," appendix E, that have
been produced locally. Explain that this is a checklist for improving your support of
your units. Encourage participants to use it periodically to improve their performance.
2. Maintain a positive and enthusiastic attitude.
Point out that attitude affects our success in commissioner service because it influences other
people. Our attitude and actions tell unit people how we feel about the program.
3. Work successfully with adults.
Explain that leadership as a commissioner means working cooperatively with many
kinds of people. We must be careful that adult conflicts or differences do not interfere
with the program which units provide for youth.

 oint out that whenever we work with other people, there is a chance problems will
P
occur. This is often because we forget our objectives and why we’re here. It helps to
always remember that unit adults are the focus of good commissioner service. Suggest
that trainees will find tips on people relationships in the counseling and commissioner
style chapters of the Commissioner Fieldbook.
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4. Guide unit leaders in working successfully with youth.
Explain that our responsibilities to youth include
• Respecting their rights as individuals and treating them as such

• Seeing that they find the fun and adventure in Scouting that they expected when
they joined
• Helping them develop a feeling of belonging and Scouting spirit that gives them
pride and security
• Doing our best as leaders
5. Set a good example for the boys and other adults.
Ask participants to stand and extend their right arms straight in front of them, parallel
to the floor. State: “Now, make a circle with your thumb and forefinger.” (As you speak,
demonstrate this action.) Then continue: “Now bring your hand to your chin.” (As you
do this, put your hand on your cheek, not your chin.)

 ause a moment. Most of the group will put their hands to their cheeks, not their
P
chins. Wait a few seconds for people to realize their error. Your point probably will be
reinforced with laughter as they realize their mistake and move their hands from their
cheeks to their chins.
 xplain that this illustrates how our actions sometimes speak more loudly than our
E
words. People will do as we do more often that they will do as we say.
6. Continue learning and growing in leadership skills.
Explain that the most successful commissioners are those who continue to grow in lead
ership and keep up to date on the program. We do this by reading Scouting magazine
and the council newsletter, by attending commissioner meetings, and by taking advan
tage of other training opportunities.
7. Practice good communication.
Emphasize that good communication is essential if commissioners are to stay informed
and do a good job.

Summary

 lose with the following statement: “As a leader, you have made a personal commitment to
C
Scouting. It’s a commitment of time, effort, and knowledge. It’s a commitment of patience
and understanding. It’s a commitment to be a living example for unit leaders, and to lend a
helping hand to fellow Scouters. What a fine opportunity for you as a commissioner.”
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The Unit Visit—10 Minutes
The First Unit Visit

Explain that, before the next training meeting, each participant will be given an opportu
nity to visit a unit and use the worksheet.
Explain the ground rules:
• A unit is selected from the ones assigned to the commissioner-trainee.
• The commissioner-trainee must call the unit leader to be sure that the visit is convenient.
• Each trainee will be accompanied by an observer-coach, perhaps the unit
commissioner’s ADC.
• Each trainee will be given a list of specific items to be looking for and, most important,
given something to show or give the unit leader that will impact his or her unit’s pro
gram (example, a camporee brochure or information on a coming training program of
interest).
• Unit commissioner worksheets are not to be brought out during the visit, but must be
filled out later.
• The visit should extend through the entire meeting.
• Neither the trainee nor the observer-coach is to make an effort to participate in the
meeting, except to be introduced.
• Independent reports will be prepared by trainee and observer-coach and presented at the
next training session.
• Uniforms are to be worn and must conform to the appropriate uniform inspection sheet.

Closing—5 Minutes
Summary

Ask, ‘‘From what we have just covered in this session together, is there any question that our
commissioner organization is to support the unit in a quality program operation?

Announcements

Announce the date, time, and location of the next training meeting. Be sure there is time
enough between the training sessions for unit visits to take place.

Assignments

Assign responsibility for the preopening, opening, and closing of the next training meeting
to individual trainees. Be sure to make followup calls before the next session.

Scout Oath or Cub
Scout Promise

Led by course director.

Song

‘‘Scout Vesper Song’’ and ‘‘Cub Scout Prayer’’ are good closing songs.
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SESSION 2. UNITS:
THE COMMISSIONER’S
TOP PRIORITY
Learning Objectives. At the end of this session, the participants should be able to:
• Explain how unit committees are organized to support the unit leaders.
• State the role of the commissioner in youth protection.
• Recognize the standards for quality unit operation.
• Evaluate unit operation.
• Make a meaningful visit to a unit.

Preopening
Reminders

Be ready for the participants when they arrive. Knowing from the first session that you will
have something for them to do from the moment they come in the door is incentive to
arrive on time or even early.
Check the materials. Is everything on hand?

Physical Arrangements

Arrange as for session 1 unless you discovered, from the first experience, a better way to
set up the room.

Background Music

If you used Boy Scouting songs previously, how about some Cub Scouting music now?

Exhibits

The exhibits will be more interesting if you change or add to them, based on your experi
ence in the first session.

Registration

If you obtained addresses, e-mail addresses, and phone numbers in the first session, it is
not necessary to repeat. A lined pad for sign-in should suffice.

Name Tags and
Resource Kits

Prepare name tags in advance for each participant from your previous roster. Having the
name tags laid out on a table for the participants to pick up lets them know you are expect
ing them and are ready for them. You might also consider ordering permanent name plates
for each new commissioner. See the Insignia Guide.
Have a resource kit prepared for each participant, as outlined under Materials and
Equipment. The kits can be placed on the table with the name tags.

Gathering-Time
Activity

Upon arrival and sign-in, give each participant a program fundamentals examination on
whichever program area is best suited. (See appendixes C and D.)
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You might have posted in a less conspicuous spot copies of the following references (or you
might want to have a sheet giving the answers; having both will help them know where to
go to get the answeers in the future) for the examinations:
Cub Scout Leader Book
QuestionPages
	  1
2-2
	  2
2-7
	  3
2-4
4
2-4
5
29-4
6
20-7, 10-3
7
24-7
8
5-1 to 5-3
9
34-35
10
23-5

Scoutmaster Handbook
Question
Pages

1	   7
2	   7
3	   8
4	   7
5
119–123
6	  20
7	  20
8	   9
9	  27
10	   8–9

Opening Period—10 Minutes
Opening Ceremony

This was assigned to a trainee at the end of the first session. There should have been a fol
low-up call to be sure the trainee is prepared.

Welcome and
Introduction

The course director welcomes the group back and introduces anyone present who was not
at the first session.

Objectives of
This Session

The course director reads aloud the learning objectives found at the beginning of this section.

Unit Visitation Reports—20 Minutes
Trainees’ Reports and
Staff Members’
Comments

Each trainee is given an opportunity to report from his work sheet. At the end of each
report, the appropriate staff member gives a report on the same unit, shares any disagree
ment and gives the reason for the disagreement.
This process is repeated until all have reported. In the case of a large number of trainees,
consider dividing into smaller groups and meeting in separate rooms for reporting pur
poses. Assigned staff members are present with each group. Keep it moving so it does not
get into too much detail. Make it meaningful and a learning experience.

Course Director’s
Summary

At the conclusion of the reporting, the course director makes appropriate comments
regarding the differing reports, the need to become familiar with all resource material to
be able to make better evaluations, and the need to understand the total situation in a unit
to render a valid report. He also mentions there will be opportunity for another visit. The
course director reviews the “Unit Contacts” section of the Commissioner Fieldbook.

Unit Visit Basics

• Commissioners visit each unit at least monthly. Some units will need more frequent
visits—new units or troubled units, for example. Outstanding units need visits, too.
Even Tiger Woods needs a coach.
• The visit may be to a unit meeting or unit committee meeting, or a personal visit with
the unit leader.
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• Have the group brainstorm why unit visits are essential.
• Without unit visits, we can’t know how to help a unit improve its program. Without
visits, we only find out about problems after the unit fails or weakens and the kids have
“voted with their feet” and left the unit.
If you are truly concerned about a unit’s health, you must know its condition at all times:
• Is the unit program fun and challenging for the youth?
• Do the leaders find it rewarding?
• Is there a membership growth plan?
• Will the unit reregister on time?
• (Review other information in the Commissioner Fieldbook, pages 15–17.)
• Reference the commissioner podcast on the Web site as a guide in helping them bet
ter understand the types and reasons for monthly unit visits. Let them know how and
where to access the Web: www.scouting.org/commissioners.
Morale-Building
Feature

‘‘I’m Happy When I’m Hiking’’ is a good song for the group to sing. Or use some other
interactive session out of Group Meeting Sparklers.

Unit Committee Functions—15 Minutes
Unit
Committee Functions

The participants must understand that they can best help a unit leader if they also under
stand what a unit leader should have in the way of help from the unit committee.
Familiarize the participants with Fast Start and how it helps a new leader get off to a
good start. Refer them to the online BSA Online Learning Center on www.scouting.org.

The Pack Committee

For Cub Scout packs, using the Cub Scout Leader Book, pages 23-5 to 23-7, point out the
functions of the committee, including
Recordkeeping and correspondence
Outings
Advancement

Finance

Training

Friends of Scouting

Public relations

Membership and annual rechartering

Be sure they understand that there might not be formally organized subcommittees, but
the pack chairman should assign certain jobs to committee members on either a perma
nent or an ‘‘as needed’’ basis.
The Troop Committee

Using the Scoutmaster Handbook, page 157, and the Troop Committee Guidebook as
resources, point out the functions of the troop committee, including:
Leadership selection
Membership and annual rechartering
Finance
Advancement
Equipment
Supporting the outdoor program
Transportation
Again, the organization of the committee depends on the size of the troop.
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The Crew Committee

(See Venturing Leader Manual, pages 18–19)
Leadership selection
Membership and annual rechartering
Finance
Advancement
Equipment
Supporting the outdoor program
Transportation	Maintaining the PCI
(Program Capability Inventory)

Introduction to Youth Protection—10 Minutes
Explain that the Boy Scouts of America is deeply concerned about the general welfare of
our children. Explain that all leaders should be trained and units should show the Youth
Protection videos designed specifically to each age group of youth.
Handout

Distribute copies of Cub Scout Leader Training Youth Protection handout, No. 46-150, or
Boy Scout Leader Training Youth Protection handout, No. 46-149.

The Commissioner and
Youth Protection

Commissioners help in several ways:
1.	Conduct an annual Youth Protection visit each fall for unit adults in every unit you are
assigned to serve (usually as part of your November visit at a unit committee meeting).
2.	Help units and their chartered organizations use proper leader selection procedures.
3.	Coach unit people if child abuse occurs.
4.	Promote unit use of the videos designed to protect youth from abuse: It Happened to Me,
AV-09V011, for Cub Scout–age boys; A Time to Tell, AV-09V004, for Boy Scout–age
boys; and Personal Safety Awareness, AV-09V027, for high school–age youth.
5.	Explain to unit adults how youth and parents use the Youth Protection inserts in the
front of the handbooks.
Commissioners are also encouraged to take the online version of the youth Protection training for adult
volunteers by going to www.scouting.org and visiting the Online Learning Center or attending the
council's or district's Youth Protection training course if one is offered..

Quality Unit Operation—15 Minutes
National Centennial
Quality Unit Award

Hand out and share the current National Centennial Quality Unit Award commitment
forms for units. Participants must recognize, from the discussion, that they represent desir
able and important standards for quality unit operation.
Discuss the time schedule for the commissioner working with the unit in making the initial com
mitment in the early part of the year. Then discuss how the commissioner can support the unit in
achieving their committed goals. Then discuss the part the commissioner plays in evaluating
between October and December each year if the unit has achieved the award. The final step is for
them to understand the importance of recognizing the unit in a public setting of their accomplish
ments. (See the reference to the award process in the Commissioner Fieldbook on pages 22–23.)
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Second and Third Unit Visits—10 Minutes
By the Course Director

In this session, we have been dealing with the unit, its adult organization and functions,
and quality program, which is the ‘‘glue’’ that keeps a youth in the program long enough
for the purposes of Scouting to be met in his or her life. Now it is time to plan some addi
tional on-the-job training.

The Second Unit Visit

These are the guidelines:
• Go by yourself.
• Stay only 15 minutes (a drop-in visit).
• Make worksheet changes you find appropriate after you leave the meeting, not during
the meeting.
• Take along your resource kit of materials handed out during the first training session.

The Third Visit (to the
Unit’s Committee
Meeting)

Explain that one of the meaningful contacts with a unit is to attend the unit’s commit
tee meeting. The committee must recognize the unit commissioner as a friend and useful
resource.
Guidelines:
• Take time to visit with the chartered organization representative.
• Review the unit worksheet before you go—fill out the "Some Ways to Help" column
after your visit.
• Give every member your address and phone number.
• U
 niform is not optional. Your job is to set the example and encourage proper
uniforming for unit leaders.

Closing—10 Minutes
Announcements

The course director announces the date and time for the third session. There must be time
allowed for the second and third unit visits.

Awards

The course director might wish to present Scouter lapel pins for wear with civilian attire.

Assignments

The course director assigns responsibility for parts of the third session—preopening, open
ing, closing, morale-building features, etc., to trainees.

Closing Ceremony

As previously assigned to a trainee.

Cracker Barrel

Optional. If coffee, tea, punch, or other refreshments are made available during the session, a
cracker barrel might not be necessary. However, it provides a great opportunity for fellowship.
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SESSION 3. HOW TO HELP A UNIT
Learning Objectives. At the end of this session, the participants should be able to
• State the resource and support available to help make the unit successful.
• Use counseling fundamentals to encourage the unit leader and to lead him or her to
self-sufficiency.
• Explain the annual commissioner service plan.
• State methods of membership management.
• Use the resources of the district committee.
• Use the unit charter renewal process in rechartering a unit.

Preopening
Reminders

This is the final session. The staff members should have established such a good rapport
with the trainees that they can be approached by the trainees for personal coaching.
You might consider starting this session a little earlier because it is packed with activity, and
reports might involve more discussion than is anticipated.

Physical Arrangements

No change from previous sessions is necessary.

Background Music

Appropriate music sets a friendly atmosphere.

Exhibits

Exhibits might include highlights from the council calendar as well as some favorite books
on Scouting that staff members have collected through the years. Consider including lit
erature that can be loaned to the new unit commissioners.

Registration

Registration is conducted as it was in session 2, but now is when the recorder rechecks
any names, addresses, e-mail addresses, or telephone numbers with questions. All names
should have been checked previously with the council registrar to be certain the trainees
are all registered. When registration is verified, the recorder prepares the pocket certificates
for presentation to those who participated in all three sessions and made their three visits.

Gathering-Time
Activity

Badge Game. Place a variety of Cub Scouting, Boy Scouting, and Venturing badges on
numbered cards around the room. Be sure to place masking tape over any lettered portions
of the badges. Provide each trainee a sheet of paper or a card upon which to record the
badge identification. (Later you can post a list of the correct names by their numbers.)
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Opening—10 Minutes
Opening Ceremony

The opening ceremony was assigned to a trainee who can use one of the many resources
available to a unit leader.

Welcome and
Challenge

The course director welcomes trainees back, introduces any visitors or trainees who have
not been involved previously, and challenges trainees to ask questions about concerns they
might have about being effective unit commissioners, and to make the most of this third
session.

Objectives of
This Session

The course director presents the learning objectives found at the beginning of this session,
making whatever comments might be deemed necessary regarding achievement of these
objectives.

Visitation Reports—15 Minutes
Participants’ Report

Participants report any changes made on their worksheets, explaining why they made
changes. They also report on what they are noting as ways they can help their units.

Staff Members’
Comments

Assigned staff members make the comments and recommendations that are necessary to
create a clear understanding of the worksheet as a tool for effective unit visits. This might
require dividing into small groups because of the length of the reports. Time limits on each
report might need to be set.

Course Director’s
(or District
Commissioner’s)
Summary

The course director again stresses the importance of the rapport established between unit
leadership and the commissioner, and emphasizes that help should be made available with
proper coaching by the unit commissioner in such a way that the unit leaders solve their
own problems. It is further pointed out that the commissioner does not have to know all
the answers, but must know where to get help and must follow through to see that help
actually is received and produces the desired results.

Counseling—20 Minutes
Fundamentals

Point out that the best way to
help a unit is to strengthen its
leadership and that the most
effective method of helping
a leader develop his potential
is counseling. Commissioners
must be good counselors to
do their jobs well.
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Counseling can be defined as the ability to listen to someone in such a way that they will
solve their own problems. These are some fundamentals of good counseling:

• Carefully select a time and place where there will be no interruptions.
• Understand what the leader is saying.
• Let the leader know that you hear and understand.
• Do not give advice. Guide him, by questioning, in such a way that he solves his own
problems. If he cannot find a solution, plant several possibilities in his mind, but let
him select the one he thinks might work for him.
• Summarize from time to time to keep him on track.
• Support his thinking with information. (Know the difference between information and
advice.)
• Refer to the Commissioner Fieldbook’s “Counseling” chapter.
Morale-Building
Feature

Change the pace with a game, song, or stunt.

The District Committee—5 Minutes
A Resource

The organization and functions are explained at this time, either by the course director or
someone carefully selected by him. It might be done by an experienced member of the
district committee or the district executive. Provide a good understanding of the resources
available in the district committee to ensure the success of the unit.
Explain that the commissioner is like the country doctor or general practitioner. The dis
trict committee includes specialists whom the commissioner can call in for consultation or
specialized treatment.

Membership Management—15 Minutes
Helping Units Grow

Now that the trainees have been introduced to many ways they can help leaders to grow
and committees to function, with good budgeting and a good program for youth, it is also
essential that they help units to add membership, so that more youth can have the advan
tages of a sound Scouting experience.
Youth retention is a major emphasis in helping units grow.
Refer to the membership section of Commissioner Helps for Packs, Troops, and Crews.
Divide again into buzz groups to discuss membership management. A training staff mem
ber should meet with each group to indirectly guide them to an understanding that—
• A unit encounters problems when most members graduate in the same year, especially
a small unit. A pack with mostly 9- and 10-year-olds or a troop with a majority of 12and 13-year-olds needs a recruiting program.
• Inventories are necessary to keep unit committees aware of the membership situation,
particularly at unit charter renewal time. How many members are active and which
members are inactive and need follow-up are important to know. A quick follow-up
will often save a member. An inventory might also point out a program or administra
tive function as the cause for absenteeism.
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• Year-round recruiting ideas and plans are essential. With youth surveys and lists of Webelos
Scouts ready to graduate, commissioners can suggest candidates for membership.
• B
 irthday greetings inviting youth to join when they reach the right age are effective.
Phone calls and person-to-person invitations are always encouraged.
• Roundup programs are suggested by councils and districts and should be joined in by
all units. Cub Scouts recruited to attend day camp and resident camps, Boy Scouts to
attend long-term camp, and Venturers to participate in an upcoming special skills event
are given an exciting introduction to the program.
• Preventing dropped units is essential for good membership management.
• A commissioner is assigned during the organization of a new unit to work with them
from the beginning. See the Commissioner Fieldbook for tips on serving new units.
Reports

Allow an opportunity for group reports if time permits.

Course Director’s
Summary

Membership for membership’s sake is not the name of the game. A growing unit is a going
unit; recruiting will ensure continuation of the unit, with more youth enjoying the ben
efits. Good program is the key to attracting youth. Youth having fun and excitement in
Scouting are our best recruiters.

Morale-Building
Feature

Plan a lively change-of-pace activity.

Unit Charter Renewal Process—15 Minutes
(This is only an introduction of the process. Each district should have a full annual train
ing with all commissioners concerning the process.)
Lead a discussion to ensure a thorough understanding of the unit charter renewal process.
The fact that the unit commissioner is involved in a majority of the steps should get every
one’s attention. (For councils using Internet rechartering, briefly explain the process.)
The Plan

Work from the Commissioner Fieldbook chapter ‘‘Charter Renewal.’’ ‘‘Walk’’ them through
each step, stressing the unit commissioner’s role.

The Annual Commissioner Service Plan—10 Minutes
Commissioner
Service Plan

The annual commissioner service plan gives specific purpose for some of your regular and
supportive contact with units. The plan includes specific functions.
(Refer to the appropriate page of the Commissioner Fieldbook and review each function.)
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The Lifesaving Commissioner—30 Minutes
Refer to the Commissioner Fieldbook  chapter ‘‘Be a Lifesaving Commissioner.’’ Have each
person read the first two paragraphs.
Danger Signals

Unit commissioners must be alert to situations that can signal a unit in trouble. Divide
trainees into buzz groups and give them about five minutes to come up with a list of dan
ger signals. Their lists should include
• Style of leadership
—Leader does not grasp the possibilities of the patrol method.
—Leader lacks faith in the boys’ ability to run the troop or patrol.
—Leader wants to keep authority.
—Leader can train only by mass instruction.
—Leader’s temperament is not compatible with the patrol method.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit is not meeting.
Unit is without adult leaders.
Unit has no committee.
No new members are being added.
Low attendance at meetings.
Weak or poorly organized program.
No advancement.
No participation in day camp or summer camp.
No unit budget.

Call for reports and, with each reported item, ask what action might be taken to correct
the item.
Watch the
Vital Signs

Refer the group to the buzz group activity just completed on ‘‘Danger Signals.’’

Go into Action Fast

Using a prepared flip chart, conduct a presentation/discussion on each of the bulleted
items in this section of the Commissioner Fieldbook.

Don’t Just Discuss
Problems—Discuss
Solutions

Have trainees put a star in front of each of the unit life-threatening situations described in
this section of the Commissioner Fieldbook (unit not meeting, unit with no leader, etc.).
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Closing—15 Minutes
Course Director’s
Challenge

(If time permits, provide time for questions and answers to discuss the material covered
and discussion of any key issues.)
This is the time for a stirring challenge by the course director or someone carefully selected
to deliver it. The challenge includes
• Trainees now see their task.
• Training is just beginning—they must continue to gain knowledge.
• The commissioner must be a friend to unit leaders.
• The goal is to see that more youth have a better Scouting experience.

Graduation

A key council or district leader presents a District Scouter Training Certificate, No.
33738B, appropriately signed and suitable for framing, to each participant.*

Closing Ceremony

Sing ‘‘On My Honor.’’ Give them the words first and then carefully lead them in the
singing.

Cracker Barrel

This should be an ample spread of ‘‘goodies’’ to provide a period of warm Scouting
fellowship. Consider extending an invitation to the entire commissioner’s staff to drop in
for the closing period. This will help the trainees become a part of the team.

*The Training Course Pocket Certificate, No. 33767A, could be substituted depending on council preference.
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THE ONE-DAY COURSE
To prepare instructor lesson plans for the one-day course
1. Make copies of the lesson plans in this book.
2. Cut and paste each item in the proper sequence.
3. Make copies of the new outline for all instructors.

Schedule

All three sessions may be completed on a single day, probably
a Saturday. Because this does not allow participants to absorb
new material and put it into practice between sessions, you
should provide additional discussion time and breaks to help
persons absorb the subject matter. Additional morale features
will help keep an all-day course from becoming tedious.

Unit Visits
Since unit visits cannot be carried out between sessions, they
should be planned before and after the course. Arrange for
each commissioner-trainee and observer-coach to make
the first unit visit before the day of the course. Plan for
the second and third unit visits to occur shortly after the
day of the course.

Planning the One-Day
Course
A suggested schedule is presented below. It includes all of the
elements of the three sessions plus time for lunch and other
breaks. Plan a special morale feature to present during lunch.
Or use part of the lunch hour to share local council informa
tion of interest to commissioners.
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Session 1.
Why Commissioners?
Preopening
9:00 a.m.
Opening
9:10 a.m.
The Aims and Methods of Scouting
9:30 a.m.
The Commissioner Service Role
10:00 a.m. Supporting the Unit
10:25 a.m. Take a Break
10:35 a.m. Unit Program Planning
10:55 a.m. Commissioner Priorities
11:00 a.m. Effective Commissioner Leadership
Session 2.
Units: The Commissioner’s Top Priority
11:20 a.m. The Unit Visit and Visitation Reports
11:40 a.m.	Open Forum (Questions, concerns, and
summary)
Noon
Lunch
	Morale features and/or council
announcements
1:00 p.m.
Unit Committee Functions
1:15 p.m.
Introduction to Youth Protection
1:25 p.m.
Quality Unit Operation
Session 3.
How to Help a Unit
1:40 p.m.
Counseling
2:00 p.m.
The District Committee
2:05 p.m.
Membership Management
2:20 p.m.
Take a Break
2:30 p.m.
Unit Charter Renewal Process
2:45 p.m.
Annual Commissioner Service Plan
2:55 p.m.
The Lifesaving Commissioner
3:25 p.m.	Open Forum (Questions, concerns, and
summary)
3:55 p.m.
Second and Third Unit Visits
4:05 p.m.
Closing and Graduation
4:20 a.m.
Dismissed

Appendix A
SUGGESTED LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS

Dear _______________________________,
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the fellowship of commissioner service. We know
that you will enjoy the experience and take great pride in being able to help
America’s youth by providing service which assures unit success.
To help you become a successful commissioner, I invite you to attend our next Commis
(date)
(location)
sioner Basic Training course to be held __________
at _______________.
All three sessions
(time)
(phone)
will start at ____________. Call me at __________________ if you have any questions.
Scouting fundamentals are so important; you will want to be aware of them. It will
help to browse through your Scouting library before the training sessions. Some basic
references are listed below.
For Cub Scouting
Cub Scout Leader Book, Chapter 2—Cub Scouting: Purposes, Methods, and
Ideals; Chapter 7—Organization of Cub Scouting; and Chapter 23—Leadership.
For Boy Scouting
Scoutmaster Handbook, Chapter 3—The Boy-Led Troop; Chapter 2—The
Adventure of Scouting; and Chapter 8—Troop Program Planning.
For Venturing
Venturing Leader Manual, Chapter 1—Leadership in the Crew; Chapter 2—Your
First Three Months as an Officer; and Chapter 3—Planning Your Crew’s Program.
Sincerely,

(Signed)
(Title)
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Appendix B
COMMISSIONER QUIZ

Place an ‘‘X’’ in the appropriate column to indicate whether the statement is true or false.
T
______

F
_______

1. Reports to the district executive.

______

_______

2. Must be an expert in training adults and youth.

______

_______

3. Is only concerned with reregistering a unit on time.

______

_______

4. Should be familiar with the official literature used by units for program.

______

_______

5. Visits the unit committee only, on a regular basis.

______

_______

6. Must know the unit program planning process.

______

_______

7.	‘‘Sells’’ the unit leader on district and council functions, as a primary
responsibility.

______

_______

8.	Periodically communicates with the chartered organization representative
to offer help.
______

_______

9. Regularly attends roundtables.

______

_______

10. Guides the unit through the annual service plan.

______

_______

11. Should earn the Commissioner’s Key.

______

_______

12. Attends monthly meetings of the district committee.

______

_______

13. Is not involved in the presentation of the unit charter.

______

_______

14. Must be familiar with the monthly program themes.

______

_______

15.	Encourages assigned packs, troops, teams, and crews to earn the
Centennial Quality Unit Award.

______

_______

The Unit Commissioner:

(See answers to quiz on page 12.)
(Reproduce locally.)
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Appendix C
CUB SCOUTING FUNDAMENTALS
A Self-Graded Examination
1. How many points in the ‘‘Purposes of Cub Scouting’’ mention values?
2. In helping a boy, what is the greatest gift we can give him?
3. What four symbols learned by all Cub Scouts embody the ideals of Cub Scouting?
4. What is the Cub Scout motto?
5. In a pack meeting, how many ceremonies might one ideally plan on?
6. How do den chiefs and denners get their jobs?
7. Who is responsible for leading the monthly pack meeting?
8. What are the four broad areas of development for Cub Scout-age boys?
9. On the Pack Meeting Planning Sheet, when does the recognition period come?
10. What are the pack committee’s twelve responsibilities?

Appendix D
BOY SCOUTING FUNDAMENTALS
A Self-Graded Examination
1.	How many points in the explanation of the aims of Scouting describe hoped-for attributes
of boys?
2. What are the three words that best describe the aims of Scouting?
3. Is the outdoor program an aim or a method?
4. Scouting believes in fitness. What kinds of fitness?
5.	What are the four steps to Boy Scout advancement?
6. Patrols choose their own leader; what else?
7.	The patrol’s representative to the patrol leaders’ council should be the patrol leader.
Could someone else go in his place? Who?
8. Providing appropriate adult association for boys is a stated method of Scouting. Why?
9.	On the Troop Meeting Plan form, why does the skills development come before the patrol
meetings?
10. What are the eight methods of Scouting?
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Appendix E
SELF-EVALUATION FOR UNIT COMMISSIONERS
Name ________________________________________ Date ___________ Council ____________________
District ___________________________________________________________________________________
Units and chartered organizations served ________________________________________________________

Needs Improvement

N N
N N

N
N

N N

N

N N

N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

To Leaders
s Be accessible to unit leaders.
s !SSIST IN YEAR ROUND MEMBERSHIP RECRUITING AND ROUNDUPS FOR YOUTH AND ADULTS
s %NCOURAGE ATTENDANCE AT ROUNDTABLESHUDDLES TRAINING EVENTS AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
s !ID IN COUNSELING AND MORALE BUILDING
s (ELP EASE THE LEADERS BURDENS RATHER THAN LEAVING MORE BURDENS TO CARRY

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

PERSONAL
s !TTEND AND PARTICIPATE REGULARLY IN COMMISSIONER STAFF MEETINGS
s Communicate effectively with others. ,ISTEN WELL "E DIPLOMATIC
s $EMONSTRATE PROPER UNIFORMING CONSISTENTLY
s #OMPLETE ORIENTATION AND BASIC COMMISSIONER TRAINING
s 0ARTICIPATE IN CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR COMMISSIONERS
s #OMMISSIONER SERVICE IS MY PRINCIPAL 3COUTING RESPONSIBILITY
s %XPERIENCE JOB SATISFACTION

Outstanding

Satisfactory

Use this form to review your service as a commissioner and as a guideline for future performance.
It can help you improve your quality of unit service.
Instructions
1. Fill it out yourself.
2. Seek help from your staff leaders to improve problem areas.
3. Fill it out quarterly, semiannually, or annually as needed.
Evaluate your performance in each of the following areas:
SERVICE
s )NTERPRET AIMS METHODS AND PROGRAM OF THE "3!
s %XCEED UNITS EXPECTATIONS FOR SERVICE
To Chartered Organizations
s %STABLISH AND MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH CHARTERED ORGANIZATION LEADERSHIP AND CHARTERED
organization representative.
s 5NDERSTAND GOALS OF CHARTERED ORGANIZATIONS ASSIGNED
To Units
s +NOW UNIT CONDITIONS AT ALL TIMES—conduct visits and analysis.
s !SSURE RECHARTERING OF ALL UNITS ASSIGNED
s 0ROMOTE COMMITMENT TO 1UALITY 5NIT ACHIEVEMENT
s Identify and promote action on priority unit needs.
s 5SE DISTRICT COMMITTEE FOR SPECIALIZED HELP FOR UNITS
s 5NDERSTAND THE PROCEDURE FOR PROPER UNIT LEADER SELECTION INCLUDING APPROVAL OF THE UNIT
leader by the head of the chartered organization.

List other areas of interest or concern:

#34424A
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Appendix F
®

UNIT COMMISSIONER WORKSHEET (PACK)
FOR USE AFTER VISITING A MEETING OF PACK NO.

Under each heading (bottom half of this page and reverse),
circle the number of the statement that most closely resembles the pack meeting.

UNIT PROFILE
1

1 = An ideal situation
2 = Could be improved
3 = Needs action

Leadership

To profile these statements, place a dot in the Unit Profile
next to the heading and under the number that corresponds
to the number you circled under that statement below and on
reverse. To form a profile, connect the dots with a line.

Advancement

3

Webelos dens

For example, in the category titled “Leadership,” a nearly
ideal situation would be indicated by circling the “1” next to
“Meeting had several adults involved in a smooth operation,”
and a dot in column 1 on the “Leadership” line of the Unit
Profile.
Check the ways you intend to help by dating the appropriate
boxes (bottom half of this page and reverse).
Keep this form with the unit roster.

2

Youth attendance
Membership
Family attendance
Den participation
Meeting operation
Den chiefs
Tiger Cub dens

LEADERSHIP

DEN OPERATION

ADVANCEMENT

1. Pack meeting had several adults
involved in a smooth operation.
2. Several people involved but lacked
coordination.
3. Cubmaster ran the entire meeting.

1. Dens meet separately, each with
a trained leader who has a good
planned program.
2. Dens meet separately but with little
preplanning.
3. Dens do not meet separately.

1. Awards made with parent(s) or
guardian(s) participating in impressive ceremonies.
2. Awards to boys without parent(s)
involved, with minimal ceremony.
3. No evidence of advancement.

Some Ways to Help

Some Ways to Help

Some Ways to Help
Coach Cubmaster in the value of
delegating jobs.
Ask for time at the next leaders’
meeting to help coordinate jobs.
Contact pack committee chairman about more adult leaders.
Review adult responsibilities in
the Cub Scout Leader Book.
Convince Cubmaster of the value
of training for pack leaders.

Help pack form dens that meet
separately.
Urge pack trainer to get all den
leaders trained.
Guide leaders to use Cub Scout
den meeting program sheets.
Be sure every new boy is quickly
assigned to a den.
Discuss with pack leaders the
kinds of den activities that are fun
and exciting for boys.
Be sure all den leaders and the
Cubmaster are using Cub Scout
Program Helps.

Literature Reference

Literature Reference

Cub Scout Leader Book, “ Leadership”
chapter

Cub Scout Leader Book, “ Cub Scout
Organization” chapter

Convince leaders to take training.
Ask pack committee to appoint an
advancement committee member.
Discuss with pack leaders the use
of advancement report forms.
Help leaders plan an exciting
ceremony using Cub Scout
resource books.
Encourage family involvement in
presenting awards.

Literature References
Cub Scout Leader Book “Advancement”
chapter and Ceremonies for Dens and
Packs
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YOUTH ATTENDANCE
1. More than 80 percent.
2. More than 60 percent.
3. Less than 60 percent.

ADULT ATTENDANCE
1. More adults than boys at meeting.
2. About the same number of adults
as boys.
3. Only a few adults at meeting.

Some Ways to Help
Urge den leaders to contact families before pack meetings.
Determine if weak leadership must
be strengthened or replaced.
Note parent participation as this
affects boy attendance.
Help leaders put more life into
pack meetings.
Literature Reference
Cub Scout Leader Book, “Boys,”
“Program Planning,” and “Family
Involvement” chapters

Some Ways to Help
Explain the importance of activity
for parents.
Promote the idea of a rotating
trophy for den attendance.
Recommend pack meetings at
the same time and place each
month.
Ask the pack committee to actively
promote attendance.
Literature References
Cub Scout Leader Book “Family
Involvement” chapter. Parents’ guide in
Cub Scout books.

MEMBERSHIP
1. New boys are inducted regularly.
2. An occasional new boy inducted.
3. No new boys.
Some Ways to Help
Conduct a membership inventory as outlined in the Cub Scout
Leader Book.
Ask pack committee to appoint a
membership committee member.
Encourage Cubmaster to stage
induction ceremonies.
Help create new dens to allow
for growth.
Stress the importance of yearround recruiting.
Literature References
Cub Scout Leader Book “Leadership,”
“Resources,” and “Den and Pack
Management” chapters

DEN PARTICIPATION

MEETING OPERATION
1. Orderly meeting ran without delays,
using written program.
2. Good meeting but some confusion.
3. Disorderly meeting.
Some Ways to Help
Coach Cubmaster on need for
advance planning.
Take leaders to next roundtable.
Urge use of a written agenda
showing everyone’s duties.
At next leaders’ meeting discuss
timing of a good pack meeting.
Literature References
Cub Scout Leader Book “Program
Planning” chapter, Cub Scout Program
Helps, and Webelos Leader Guide

DEN CHIEFS
1. All Cub Scout and Webelos Scout
dens have active den chiefs.
2. Some den chiefs at meeting.
3. No den chiefs.
Some Ways to Help

1. All dens active at pack meeting.
2. All dens participate to some extent.
3. Weak den participation.
Some Ways to Help
Encourage Cubmaster to get den
chiefs trained.
Urge the use of planning sheets
to involve all dens.
Encourage use of tables for each
den’s exhibits.
Suggest that boys and families be
seated by dens.
Literature References
Cub Scout Leader Book “Cub Scout
Activities” and “Program Planning”
chapters, Cub Scout Program Helps,
and Webelos Leader Guide

Meet with pack leaders and sell
the den chief idea.
Meet with Cubmaster and a
Scoutmaster or crew Advisor to
set up den chief recruiting.
Meet with Cubmaster to set up
den chief recruiting.
Help pack trainer set up a den
chief training plan.
Literature References
Cub Scout Leader Book “Leadership”
chapter and Den Chief Handbook.

TIGER CUB DENS
1. There are one or more Tiger Cub
dens, each with a trained Tiger Cub
den leader.
2. Tiger Cub dens have little interaction
with the pack.
3. There are no Tiger Cub dens.
Some Ways to Help
Help pack leaders organize a
Tiger Cub den.
Urge pack leaders to get a Tiger
Cub den leader trained.
Help pack leaders understand the
unique nature of the Tiger Cub
program.
Suggest five to nine partner
teams per den.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
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Literature References
Tiger Cub Handbook and Tiger Cub
chapter in Cub Scout Leader Book

Appendix G

UNIT COMMISSIONER WORKSHEET (TROOP)
FOR USE AFTER VISITING A MEETING OF TROOP NO.

Please don’t use this worksheet during the troop meeting.
You are not grading the troop’s performance. You are only
looking for ways to help. The form suggests how you might
address any deficiencies. Plan your strategy before discussing it with the Scoutmaster or others in the troop. Remember
you are the troop’s friend and your job is to help them
to be successful.
Under each category, circle the number of the statement that
most closely resembles the troop meeting.

1

Check the ways you intend to help by dating the appropriate
boxes (bottom half of this page and reverse).

Meeting operation
Boy leadership
Skills instruction
presentation

Budget plan
Attendance
Patrol activity
Adult assistance
Outdoor program

MEETING OPERATION

BOY LEADERSHIP

1. Orderly meeting ran without delays
using planned program and good
format.
2. Good meeting with planning, but some
confusion.
3. Disorderly or confusing meeting—no
planning evident.

1. Boys ran the meeting with adults in advisory capacity.
2. Some boy leadership with most
activities run by adults.
3. Meeting was run entirely by adults.

Take leaders to next roundtable.
Encourage the Scoutmaster to
attend Basic Leader training.
Review the Troop Program Planning
chapter in the Scoutmaster Handbook with the Scoutmaster and set
a date for the annual program
planning conference.
Help Scoutmaster set up monthly
patrol leaders’ council meeting.
Review Troop Program Features
with the Scoutmaster.

3

Membership

To profile these statements on the Unit Profile, place a dot
under the number you circled for each category. To form a
profile, connect the dots with a line.

Some Ways to Help

2

Skills instruction levels

1 = An ideal situtation
2 = Typical unit or could be improved
3 = Weak situtation or needs action

Keep this form with the unit roster.

UNIT PROFILE

Some Ways to Help
Convince Scoutmaster to set up
a monthly patrol leaders’ council
meeting.
Review the Scoutmaster’s Youth
Leader Training Kit with Scoutmaster.
Review the Patrol Leader Handbook
with the Scoutmaster.
Point out sections of the Scoutmaster Handbook that refer to
the role of youth leadership in the
troop.
Remind Scoutmaster that Scouting
includes leadership development.

SKILLS INSTRUCTION
PRESENTATION
1. Scouts “learned by doing”; lots of
hands-on learning experiences were
provided.
2. Skills were presented in a classroom
setting with some hands-on learning
opportunities.
3. Classroom presentation was the only
method of skills instruction.
Some Ways to Help
Review Troop Program Features
with the Scoutmaster.
Share Tenderfoot-to-First Class
advancement requirements with
Scoutmaster and explain that these
are designed to be experienced,
not taught.
Review the portion of advancement
video that deals with teaching skills.
Suggest use of Troop Advancement
Wall Chart at meetings.
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SKILLS INSTRUCTION LEVELS

BUDGET PLAN

ADULT ASSISTANCE

1. Skills were taught for new Scouts, for
experienced Scouts, and for older Scouts.
2. Skills were taught for new and experienced Scouts.
3. Only one level of skills was taught.

1. Dues collected regularly. Equipment,
supplies adequate.
2. Dues collection spotty. Need essential
equipment, supplies.
3. No dues collected. Very little equipment.

1. Each of the three skill levels (new Scout,
experienced Scout, Venture) had an
assigned assistant Scoutmaster.
2. Scoutmaster and assistant present.
3. Only Scoutmaster present at meeting.

Some Ways to Help

Some Ways to Help

Some Ways to Help

Encourage the Scoutmaster to attend
Basic Leader training.
Help the Scoutmaster identify a troop
guide and assistant Scoutmaster to
work with the new-Scout patrol.
Help the Scoutmaster and troop committee identify assistant Scoutmasters
to work with experienced and older
Scouts.
Help the Scoutmaster identify youth
instructors.
Help the Scoutmaster identify community resources to assist with program presentations or to serve as
consultants for a Venture patrol.

MEMBERSHIP
1. Systematic recruiting evident.
2. Recruiting seems hit or miss.
3. No boys have joined recently.
Some Ways to Help
Conduct an inventory to show the
need for recruiting.
Suggest that Scoutmaster assign
an assistant Scoutmaster with new
Scout responsibility.
Help the assistant Scoutmaster for
new Scouts establish a relationship
with a local Cub Scout pack.
Conduct a boy-fact survey in local
schools and help the troop develop a
plan to contact prospective members.
Explain to the Scoutmaster the reasons for having a new-Scout patrol.

Ask troop leaders to use Troop/Team
Record Book.
Encourage troop committee to build
budget based on annual program.
Convince troop treasurer to train patrol
scribes.

ATTENDANCE
1. Eighty-five percent or better.
2. Seventy-five percent or better.
3. Sixty percent.

Help conduct troop resources survey
with parents of Scouts.
Assist the Scoutmaster and troop
committee in selecting and recruiting assistant Scoutmasters. Use the
video and brochure Selecting Quality
Leaders.
Encourage using adults for shortterm, task-specific assignments.
Explain to the troop committee that
two-deep leadership is required for
all trips and outings.
Train leaders in youth protection.

Some Ways to Help
Discuss the problem with troop committee. Ask them to follow up with
parents of absentees.
Ask Scoutmaster to help patrol leaders build interpatrol competition.
Help organize a patrol point system
to promote attendance.
Check program. Is it planned,
exciting?

PATROL ACTIVITY
1. Effective patrol operation with strong
patrol spirit and a new-Scout patrol.
2. Patrols organized with little patrol
activity.
3. No patrol operation.
Some Ways to Help
Suggest that specific program assignments be given patrols before each
meeting.
Remind leaders that patrols under
trained boy leaders are the key to
troop success.
Help Scoutmaster understand the
youth leader training program.

OUTDOOR PROGRAM
1. The program is planned to lead to outdoor activity.
2. Outdoor activity is scheduled, but the
outdoor program is not planned.
3. No outdoor activity is scheduled.
Some Ways to Help
Encourage the Scoutmaster to attend
the next Basic Leader training.
Review the Troop Program Planning
chapter in the Scoutmaster Handbook with the Scoutmaster and set a
date for an annual program planning
conference.
Seek help from the campmaster corps
and district camping committee.
Help the troop committee develop
ways to secure camping equipment.
Guide leaders in locating hiking and
camping areas.

References
Boy Scout Advancement (video)
Boy Scout Handbook

Scoutmaster Handbook
Selecting Quality Leaders (brochure
and video)

Troop Committee Guidebook
www.thescoutzone.org
Early Rank Requirements video on
www.scouting.org
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Appendix H

UNIT COMMISSIONER WORKSHEET (CREW)
FOR USE AFTER VISITING A MEETING OF CREW NO.

Under each heading (bottom half of this page and reverse),
circle the number of the statement that most closely resembles the crew’s situation.

UNIT PROFILE
1

1 = An ideal situation
2 = Typical unit or could be improved
3 = Weak situation or needs action

Adult Advisors

To profile these statements, place a dot in the Unit Profile
next to the heading and under the number that corresponds
to the number you circled under that statement below and on
reverse. Form the profile by connecting the dots with a line.

Planned program

2

3

Elected officers

For example, in the category titled “Adult leadership,” a
nearly ideal situation would be indicated by circling the “1”
next to “Activity has at least two adults involved who train,
guide, and coach youth with a minimum of directing or ordering”; and placing a dot in column 1 on the “Adult leadership”
line of the Unit Profile.

Adult assistance
Membership
Meeting operation
Service projects
Program capability inventory

Check the ways you intend to help by dating the appropriate
boxes (bottom half of this page and reverse).
Keep this form with the unit roster.
ADULT ADVISORS

ELECTED OFFICERS

PLANNED PROGRAM

1. Activity has at least two adults
involved who train, guide, and coach
youth with a minimum of directing or
ordering.
2. Adults give a lot of direction with
elected officers only moderately
involved.
3. No adults are present, or adults
dominate the meeting with little
youth involvement.

1. Elected youth officers are involved
in decision making and share with
adult Advisors in planning program.
2. Youth officers have been elected but
adults do much of the crew program
planning.
3. No youth officers and/or adults run
the show.

1. Crew has a year’s program outline
based on both the program capability
inventory (PCI) and Venturing interest survey, planned at the elected
officers’ seminar with activity details
planned in advance.
2. Specific meetings and activities
are planned on a month-by-month
basis.
3. There is little or no advance planning.

Some Ways to Help
Be sure Advisors get training–
Venturing Fast Start immediately
following selection and Venturing
Leader Specific Training as soon
as possible.
Coach Advisors and crew committee members on the values of
having elected officers run the
crew.
Review the job of the crew Advisor.
Congratulate the Advisor as you
see elected officers taking more
initiative in running the crew.

Some Ways to Help
Convince the Advisor to have a
monthly crew officers’ meeting
chaired by the crew president.
Point out places in the Venturing
Leader Manual that refer to
elected youth officers.
Help the Advisor run the crew officers’ seminar.
Discuss the advantages of
elected officers as a key method
of Venturing.

Some Ways to Help
Help the Advisor run the crew
elected officers’ seminar.
Help the Advisor use the Venturing
interest survey and PCI, available
in Venturing Fast Start.
Review with Advisors the steps in
good program planning.
Congratulate officers on planning
steps they have taken.
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ADULT ASSISTANCE

MEMBERSHIP

MEETING OPERATION

1. The Advisor, associate Advisor,
crew committee, and consultants
are involved with the crew.
2. The crew has only an Advisor and
associate Advisor.
3. The crew has only one adult leader.

1. Systematic recruiting is evident,
including an annual open house.
2. Recruiting seems hit or miss.
3. No new youth have joined recently.

1. Crew meetings are run by elected
officers, business items are handled
quickly, and a major portion of meetings is devoted to a well-planned
activity.
2. Business items take much time and
the activity is weak.
3. Meetings lack planning and seem
poorly run.

Some Ways to Help
Some Ways to Help
Help develop specific assignments for adults.
Suggest appropriate ways for
adults to help youth leaders.
Encourage the use of consultants
to help with the Bronze, Gold,
Silver, Quest, TRUST, and Ranger
award programs.
Be sure coed crews have both
men and women as Advisors or
associate Advisors.

Show Advisors how to conduct an
open house.
Suggest that the Advisor have
elected officers devise a recruiting plan.
Help Advisor chart age groupings
to show potential vacancies.
Encourage leaders to have crew
members recruit their friends.
Talk with your professional staff
about the council hobby interest
survey.

Help recruit additional adults.
Help adults get trained.

PROGRAM CAPABILITY
INVENTORY
1. The crew has a program capability
inventory (PCI) and uses it for planning meetings and activities.
2. The crew has a PCI but seldom
uses it.
3. The crew does not have a PCI.
Some Ways to Help
Supply PCI forms and encourage the chartered organization to
use them. See PCI in Venturing
Fast Start or Venturing Leader
Manual.
Explain to crew officers how the
PCI brings together adults and
youth with similar interests.
Show the Advisor and crew committee how to screen and organize the items on the completed
PCI for use in program planning.
Congratulate the Advisor when
you see ideas from the PCI being
put to use.
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Some Ways to Help
Visit monthly crew officers’ meeting to review the steps in good
program planning.
Help the Advisor determine the
interests of crew members and
plan hands-on activities.
Encourage crew officers to plan
details so crew meetings have a
minimum of business and a maximum of activities.
Take the Advisor and crew president to visit a good meeting in
another crew.

SERVICE PROJECTS
1. The crew’s program has frequent
service projects for the community,
its chartered organization, and/or a
pack or troop.
2. The crew seldom carries out a service project.
3. The crew never has a service project.
Some Ways to Help
Help crew leaders brainstorm a
list of community needs.
Share a list of service project
ideas from the Activities and Civic
Service Committee Guide or the
Venturing Leader Manual.
Share the seven criteria for selecting a project from the Activities and
Civic Service Committee Guide.
Encourage crews to report their
community service projects on the
Good Turn for America Web site.
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19—GUIDELINES FOR UNIT ACTION
PLANNING MEETING
Appendix I
Guidelines for Unit Self-Assessment and Action Planning Meeting
Present at meeting:

Unit Leader—Unit Committee Chair—Unit Commissioner

Purpose of meeting (Use as the agenda for the meeting.):
C To evaluate the unit’s progress toward achieving the Centennial Quality Unit Award
C To review the unit’s goals, successes, and vision for the coming year
C To identify any areas of improvement—leadership, program, and membership
C To determine any specific actions needing to be taken to assist with unit improvements and
determine who will follow up on those actions
C To schedule any necessary follow-up to monitor progress
When to conduct meeting:
C After the unit commissioner has visited the unit for the first time
C Annually to review strengths and areas of improvement to help provide direction for needed
support, preferably six months prior to the annual charter renewal
C As needed when a problem arises
C When unit leadership changes
How should the arrangements for this meeting be set up?
C The unit commissioner speaks to the unit leader during the first unit visit to schedule the meeting
date, time, and location.
C The dialog should include:
—Approaching the unit leader after the meeting and requesting that a second meeting be set up
with the unit leader and the unit committee chair.
—Setting the meeting, preferably at the leader’s or the chair’s home.
—Asking them to complete the unit self-assessment form prior to the meeting.
—Letting them know the visit will include a discussion of the self-assessment form and how the
goals and vision of their unit’s program can be supported.
Why only the unit commissioner, unit leader, and unit chair?
C It provides a small group to openly analyze the program, their unit’s needs, and steps to be taken
to help resolve any issues.
C It helps open a dialog between the unit and the district. Once they meet and determine what needs
to be done, others can be involved in helping determine which direction to go and any potential
improvements that can be identified.
What preparation should be made prior to the action planning meeting?
C Review the statistics of the unit available from the local council and the district team, especially
looking at:
—Quality Unit status
—Outdoor program participation
—Advancement reports
—Trained leadership status
—Youth Protection training
—Participation in district and council events
—Roundtable attendance
C Complete the unit self-assessment form after the visit to analyze observations and review
the statistics gathered from the council/district prior to the action planning meeting. (The selfassessment form is designed to take the place of the commissioner worksheet previously used by
commissioners.)
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4064
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Program
A. We develop an annual program calendar and share it with our families.
B. We operate under the annual budget plan.
C. We conduct monthly pack leader meetings to plan den and pack meetings.
D. Den and pack leaders attend roundtables.
E. We review our program routinely with our chartered organization representative.
F. We develop an active outdoor program to involve our families.
G. A good percentage of our youth earn advancement awards regularly.
H. We conduct a monthly summertime program.
I. Our unit is 100% Boys’ Life with all families.
J. We conduct at least one service project annually.

II.

III. Membership/Attendance
A. We have dens of all ages involved.
B. Our weekly den meetings are strongly attended by our members.
C. We have good participation from youth and parents at pack meetings.
D. Our youth and leaders wear their uniforms to den and pack meetings and on outings.
E. We have an annual plan to recruit new youth members.

IV. Quality Pack Award Standards
A. We annually recharter on time.
B. We earned the Quality pack award last year.
C. We are on track to earn the award this year.

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Pack Leadership
A. An active committee meets monthly.
B. Assistant leaders are in place for pack and dens.
C. Adult leaders are registered and Fast Start and Basic Training are completed.
D. All dens have active den chiefs.
E. An active pack trainer is on the pack committee.
F. At least one adult is trained in BALOO (Basic Adult Leader Outdoor Orientation).
G. All adults are trained in Youth Protection.
H. Webelos leaders have been trained in Outdoor Leader Skills for Webelos leaders.

I.

Quality Criteria

___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Doing
a Great Would Like Need
Improvement Help
Job

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Comments and Needs

Completed by: _______________________________________________________________ Date Review Meeting Held:________________________

Pack Number: ________________ District: ________________________________________________ Date Completed:________________________

Pack Self-Assessment
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20—UNIT SELF-ASSESSMENT FORMS

___
___
___

IV. Quality Troop/Team Award Standards
A. We annually recharter on time.
B. We earned the Quality troop or team award last year.
C. We are on track to earn the award this year.

___
___
___

___

___

___
___
___

___
___
___

___
___

___
___
___

___
___
___

___
___

___
___
___

___
___
___

___
___

___
___

___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___

Program
A. We develop an annual program calendar and share it with our families.
B. We operate under the annual budget plan.
C. We conduct monthly troop/team youth leader meetings to plan unit meetings
and outings.
D. We have adult leaders attend roundtables.
E. We review program routinely with our chartered organization representative.
F. We have a strong outdoor program and go on at least one outdoor trip
monthly/regularly.
G. A good percentage of our youth earn advancement/recognition awards regularly.
H. Our troop attends summer camp . . .
OR
I. . . . our team plans a major activity annually.
J. Our unit is 100% Boys’ Life with all families.
K. We conduct at least one service project annually.

II.

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

III. Membership/Attendance
A. We have youth of all ages involved.
B. Our weekly unit meetings are strongly attended by our members.
C. We have good participation from youth and parents at quarterly courts of
honor/recognition meetings.
D. Our youth and leaders wear their uniforms to unit meetings and on outings.
E. We have an annual plan to recruit new youth members, including graduating
Webelos Scouts.

Troop/Team Leadership
A. An active adult committee meets monthly.
B. Assistant adult leaders are involved in the troop/team.
C. Adult leaders are registered and Fast Start and Basic Training are completed.
D. The unit provides a pack with active den chiefs.
E. An adult leader coordinates training for all adults.
F. An adult leader is trained in Safe Swim Defense and Safety Afloat.
G. An adult leader coordinates Youth Protection training. Everyone is trained.
H. Youth leaders are elected by youth twice per year and are provided training.

Quality Criteria

I.

___
___
___

___

___
___

___
___

___
___
___

___
___
___

___
___
___

___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Doing
a Great Would Like Need
Job
Improvement Help

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________

_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Comments and Needs

Completed by: _______________________________________________________________ Date Review Meeting Held:________________________

Troop/Team Number: __________ District: ________________________________________________ Date Completed:________________________

Troop/Team Self-Assessment

Appendix K

41

65

42

66

___
___
___

IV. Quality Crew/Ship Award Standards
A. We annually recharter on time.
B. We earned the Quality crew or ship award last year.
C. We are on track to earn the award this year.

___
___
___

___
___

___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___

___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___

___
___
___

___

Program
A. We develop an annual program calendar and share it with our families.
B. We operate under the annual budget plan.
C. We conduct monthly unit officer/leader meetings to plan unit meetings and activities.
D. We have adult leaders attend roundtables and Teen Leaders’ Council meetings (if held).
E. We review our program routinely with our chartered organization representative.
F. We have a strong program and go on at least one activity per month.
G. We use the advancement/recognition awards programs to encourage
personal development.
H. We attend special council/district events.
I. We plan a major activity annually.
J. We conduct at least one service project annually.
K. We support a pack or troop annually.
L. We participate in a Venturing Leadership Skills Course annually.
M. We conduct a minimum of two meetings or activities each month.

II.

___

___

III. Membership/Attendance
A. Our unit meetings are attended by at least 50 percent of our members regularly.
B. Our youth and leaders wear their uniforms to unit meetings and on outings
(if applicable).
C. Our unit has an annual plan to recruit new youth members.

Crew/Ship Leadership
A. An active committee with at least three members meets at least four times a year.
B. Assistant adult leaders are involved in the unit. The unit has coed leadership
(if the crew is coed).
C. Adult leaders are registered and Fast Start and Basic Training are completed.
D. An adult leader coordinates training for all adults.
E. An adult leader is trained in Safe Swim Defense and Safety Afloat
(if aquatic activities are planned).
F. An adult leader coordinates Youth Protection training. Everyone is trained.
G. Youth leaders are elected by youth annually and are trained at a crew officers’ seminar.
H. Meetings and activities involve youth chairs and youth officers with adult guidance.

Quality Criteria

I.

___
___
___

___
___

___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___
___
___

___
___
___
___

___
___
___

___

Doing
a Great Would Like Need
Job
Improvement Help

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________

_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________

Comments and Needs

Completed by: _______________________________________________________________ Date Review Meeting Held:________________________

Crew/Ship Number: ___________ District: ________________________________________________ Date Completed:________________________

Crew/Ship Self-Assessment

Appendix L
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